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Three Results of Missing Grace (Grace Immersion)
1. Perfectionism (Lack of grace inward)
2. Judgmentalism (Lack of grace outward)
3. Legalism (Lack of grace upward)
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Grace is a privilege to be enjoyed and protected, not a
license to please ourselves
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Grace: the free unmerited love and favor of God, the spring
and source of all the benefits men receive from Him.
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Romans 6:15: Shall we deliberately sin now because we are not
under the law, but under grace?
 Some rationalize their way around deliberate acts of
disobedience
 Some twist Scripture to accommodate their desires.
 Some see grace as liberty without limits; this is
disobedience in another dress.
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Romans 6:16: How we live depends on the master we choose.
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Slavery (Gk: doulos): devoted to another to the disregard of
one’s own interest.
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1 Peter 1:18-19:
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Romans 6:17-18: Grace has freed us to serve Christ.
Proverbs 5:21-23
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Now What?
1. We need a master.
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2. Walk in Grace; Walk in the Spirit.
 Colossians 1:10
 Galatians 5:13-25
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3. Focus on benefits of current position in grace. (vv. 22-23)
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Graceful Warning: NEVER give yourself permission to
hide behind grace as a cover for disobedience.

4. Let people make their own choices.
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